
Portable Sound & Video Products For Every Day Use
 

The audio and video markets have boomed in recent years. fender portable sound system

Products range from simple audio devices such as earphones and microphones, to state of

the art television and computer programs which connect to digital recorders or home

theaters. The market for portable sound and video products continues to expand with each

new technology that becomes available. Bluetooth is the latest in audio technology, which

allows a user to listen to audio and watch a recorded video at the same time. Bluetooth

technology uses short range radio signals to communicate with electronic devices. In order to

receive and play audio or video signals from any device, the Bluetooth headset must be

within range. 

 

Digital cameras have been around for many years, but with digital picture and sound, they

are transforming into digital devices, as well. A camera can now be used to make a video or

capture pictures using a digital camera, without a separate component. Modern printers and

monitors use a form of digital printing, which means that the image is captured on paper and

sent to a different device which will display it on a screen. 

 

 

Digital picture and sound are being combined in new and interesting ways. A new "wireless

headphone" called a "hot mic" connects a user's earbud headphones to their digital camera

or other audio source. Simply move your head to any direction and the sound will come out.
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This is perfect for outdoor activities where there is no need to hold an audio device to your

face. Portable digital video products such as a waterproof bluetooth speaker are convenient

and useful. 

 

A newer addition to the family of digital audio and video products is a microphone with sound.

Microphones capture the sound as it occurs, and then allow it to be played back at normal

listening volume. This type of microphone is used in live performance, on stage or as

recordings are made. The microphone is connected to the source with a USB connector, and

then there is usually an adapter for your vehicle's sound system. 

 

There is also the option of using a speaker and microphone. This is called a hands-free

stereo system, and can be very handy when driving or working in a crowded area. A good

quality stereo microphone with a cardioid pickup pattern will pick up every sound within arms

reach. 

 

Some newer digital products have a built-in DVR (digital video recorder). This allows the user

to record videos without having to use any additional equipment. The video can then be

transferred onto a hard drive and uploaded to a computer. There is software available to edit,

format and store the videos. The camera also has an LCD screen, so it is easy to see exactly

what is going on. 

 

A portable sound & video camera may also include a miniature satellite receiver and satellite

dish so that anyone in the area can receive audio and video signals. This is a great solution

for many business owners. Businesses that operate 24 hours a day are especially well suited

to this type of technology. The ease of use is another important factor. If you are not familiar

with the technology, you should consider hiring someone who has a lot of experience with

these types of products. 

 

When selecting a portable sound & video camera and all of the accompanying equipment,

consider the distance that you will be operating from. You also need to take into account the

lighting in the area. Some areas are better lit than others, depending on what you are doing.

It is a good idea to hire a professional to select and install all of your portable sound and

video products if you are not familiar with them. 


